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We show that projected entangled-pair states (PEPS) can describe chiral topologically ordered
phases. For that, we construct a simple PEPS for spin-1/2 particles in a two-dimensional lattice.
We reveal a symmetry in the local projector of the PEPS that gives rise to the global topological
character. We also extract characteristic quantities of the edge conformal field theory using the
bulk-boundary correspondence.
PACS numbers: 71.10.Hf, 73.43.-f
Introduction.— Tensor network techniques provide a
powerful tool to describe and analyze certain strongly
correlated systems [1]. In particular, states correspond-
ing to topologically ordered phases in lattices, like the
Kitaev toric code [2], resonating valence-bond states [3],
Levin-Wen string nets [4], or their generalizations [5, 6]
have very simple descriptions in terms of PEPS [7], a par-
ticular family of states that can be described in terms of a
simple tensor. Despite being a global property, the topo-
logical character of such states can be identified in terms
of a symmetry group of the so-called auxiliary indices of
such a tensor [8] (see also [9, 10]). The symmetry allows
one to construct strings of operators that can be moved
without changing the state, in terms of which one can
identify the degeneracy of the parent Hamiltonian, the
topological entropy [11, 12], or even the braiding proper-
ties of the excitations [8]. This, together with the bulk-
boundary correspondence for PEPS [13], as well as the
existing numerical algorithms to determine correlation
functions, the entanglement spectrum [14] and boundary
Hamiltonians [13, 15, 16] provides us with a very power-
ful technique to analyze a variety of topologically ordered
states (TOS).
The examples above do not contain any chiral TOS.
Those states are utterly important, as they naturally ap-
pear in the fractional quantum Hall effect [17], one of the
most intriguing phenomena of modern physics. Further-
more, they can be associated to a topological quantum
field theory, which dictate their coarse-grained proper-
ties, and relate them to other areas of mathematical and
high energy physics. Whether PEPS (or other tensor
network states) can describe examples of such states or
not is a relevant question. An affirmative answer would
open up the possibility of using the PEPS techniques to
describe them, offering a new perspective to such impor-
tant states and establishing a connection with other non-
chiral TOS, like the ones mentioned above. A negative
one would indicate that the family of PEPS should be
extended in order to describe some of the most relevant
strong-correlation phenomena.
A first hint that at least certain classes of TOS should
be describable by simple PEPS was reported in Refs.
[18, 19] (see also [20]). There, examples of fermionic
states in lattices with non-trivial Chern numbers were
reported. Those do not correspond to topologically or-
dered phases, as they are Gaussian and do not possess
a connection with non-trivial topological quantum field
theories. Nevertheless, these Gaussian fermionic PEPS
(GFPEPS) share some of the properties of TOS like the
existence of chiral edge modes, or the topological protec-
tion with respect to local perturbations provided by the
Chern number [21]. The mere existence of the GFPEPS
gives a strong expectation of the existence of other PEPS
describing TOS. On the one hand, it is well known that
some TOS can be constructed by applying the Gutzwiller
projector technique on several copies of some particular
Chern insulators or superconductors [22] (see also [23–
25]). On the other, it is rather obvious that this tech-
nique does not change the PEPS character of the states.
Consequently, the states obtained by taking two or more
copies of the states reported in Refs. [18, 21] and ap-
plying the Gutzwiller projector offer us a very promising
candidate for a PEPS with TOS.
In this Letter, we analyze the state created by ap-
plying the Gutzwiller projector to two copies of chiral
GFPEPS. The resulting state is a spin-1/2 PEPS with
fermionic bonds; that is, where the auxiliary particles in-
volved in the PEPS projectors are fermions [26–28], with
one (Dirac) fermion per bond. We develop methods to
determine the boundary theory (including the boundary
Hamiltonian and the corresponding entanglement spec-
trum) for such a PEPS defined on a cylinder, and to
extract the corresponding conformal dimensions of the
associated conformal field theory (CFT), which charac-
terizes the topological order [29, 30]. The symmetries of
the tensor and the boundary theory indicate that there
are four primary fields, with conformal dimensions co-
inciding with those of the SO(2)1 CFT. This, together
with the value of the topological entropy, confirms that
our state is indeed a TOS, thus providing the first exam-
ple of a chiral PEPS with such a property.
The nature of the chiral GFPEPS used in the con-
struction is akin to the p + ip superconductor [31], as
it belongs to the same class according to the standard
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2classification [32, 33]. This also explains why the state
we obtain is associated to the SO(2)1 CFT, since using
the techniques of [25] it can be shown that this is the
case for the state obtained by Gutzwiller projecting two
copies of the p + ip state. However, as opposed to that
state, the chiral GFPEPS possesses correlations decay-
ing as a power law with the distance, r [18, 19]. This
indicates that it corresponds to the state at the phase
transition for any local parent Hamiltonian [21]. At the
same time, there exists another parent Hamiltonian with
long-range hoppings (scaling as 1/r3), which is gapped
and which protects the chiral edges against perturbations
[21]. By analyzing the gap in the transfer matrix [34], we
conclude that the PEPS we construct has infinite corre-
lation length, and thus one can also view it as either at
a topological phase transition or as the ground state of a
gapped long-range Hamiltonian, which gives the topolog-
ical robustness. While it is possible to determine a local
parent Hamiltonian, we have not been able to identify
the one with long-range interactions.
Spin-1/2 PEPS.— Let us start with an Nv × Nh
square lattice with periodic boundaries and spin- 12 physi-
cal fermions at each site, with annihilation operator ar,α,
where r denotes the lattice site and α = 1, 2 the spin
index. To construct the PEPS, we allocate eight ad-
ditional virtual Majorana modes at each site, denoted
by cvr,α (with v = L,R,U,D and α = 1, 2). Below we
suppress the site index r when considering a single site,
for ease of reading. To each site, we associate a fiducial
state |Pr〉 ≡ |P 〉 (corresponding to the “PEPS projec-
tor”) which we choose site-independent in order to ensure
translation invariance. It can be written as an entangled
state out of physical and virtual fermionic modes
|P 〉 = P |Ω〉 =
(
a†1b
†
1 + a
†
2b
†
2
)
|Ω〉, (1)
where bα =
1
2
√
2
[(cLα + ic
R
α )e
i
pi
4 − (cUα − icDα )] is an anni-
hilation operator acting on the virtual modes, and the
vacuum |Ω〉 is annihilated by dα = 12√2 [(cLα + icRα )e
i
pi
4 +
(cUα − icDα )] in addition to aα and bα. To complete
the PEPS construction, we project the virtual Majorana
modes between neighboring sites onto maximally entan-
gled Majorana bonds ωr,r+x =
∏2
α=1
1
2 (1 + ic
R
r,αc
L
r+x,α)
and ωr,r+y =
∏2
α=1
1
2 (1+ic
D
r,αc
U
r+y,α), see Fig. 1 [26]. Af-
ter discarding the virtual modes, we arrive at the PEPS
wave function
|Ψ〉 = 〈Ω′|
∏
〈r,r′〉
ωr,r′
∏
r
Pr|Ω〉, (2)
where |Ω′〉 indicates the vacuum of the auxiliary
fermions.
The state (2) describes spin-1/2 particles in a lattice,
as there is always a single fermion per site. Further-
more, it is not Gaussian, as |P 〉 is itself not Gaussian,
!
!
FIG. 1. Left: Construction of the PEPS defined via Eqs. (1)
and (2). |P 〉 is defined on two physical fermionic modes (red)
and eight virtual Majorana modes (blue) for each site. Sites
are marked by dashed circles. Afterwards, the projectors
ωr,r+x and ωr,r+y are applied on the four Majorana modes
located between neighboring sites, as indicated by light blue
boxes, yielding the PEPS |Ψ〉. Right: Non-contractible loops
on the torus.
and thus it must correspond to a theory with interac-
tions. In fact, |P 〉 can be viewed as a Gaussian state
|Φ〉 = ∏2α=1(√1− λ + √λa†αb†α)|Ω〉 (with 0 < λ < 1),
followed by a Gutzwiller projection PG = a
†
1a1a2a
†
2 +
a1a
†
1a
†
2a2 enforcing single occupancy of physical fermions,
|P 〉 = PG|Φ〉. Without PG, it is known that |Ψ〉 is a
product of two identical GFPEPS, which individually de-
scribe a topological superconductor of spinless fermions
[21]. The long-range parent Hamiltonian of this GFPEPS
has Chern number C = −1 and supports a single chiral
Majorana edge mode at each boundary, implying that it
belongs to the same class as the p+ ip topological super-
conductor [31].
The close relation between the GFPEPS used in our
construction and the p+ ip state suggests that |Ψ〉 could
have the same associated CFT as the wave function con-
structed by Gutzwiller projecting two copies of the p+ ip
state. As argued in [25], the latter is a chiral topologi-
cal state with Abelian anyons, whose edge theory is an
SO(2)1 [or equivalently, U(1)4] CFT. Such a CFT de-
scribes a chiral Luttinger liquid with central charge c = 1
and four primary fields I, s, s¯, and v, whose conformal
dimensions are hI = 0, hs = hs¯ = 1/8, and hv = 1/2,
respectively. This serves as a guide for our interacting
PEPS construction and provides sharp predictions which
we can compare with numerics. Of course, one has to
keep in mind that, unlike the p+ ip state, the GFPEPS
has powerlaw decaying quasi-long-range correlations, so
we do not have a priori knowledge whether topological
order is still present in the PEPS (2).
Symmetry.— The symmetry of the local PEPS descrip-
tion is known to be important for topological states. For
|P 〉 in (1), we find three Z2 gauge symmetries
U0|P 〉 := XLXRXUXD|P 〉 = −|P 〉, (3)
Uα|P 〉 = |P 〉, (4)
where α = 1, 2, Xv = ic
v
1c
v
2 (v = L,R,U,D) and Uα =
1−2d†αdα. Xv and Uα are unitaries andX2v = U2α = 1 . In
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The entanglement spectra for a bipartition of a Nv = 14 infinite cylinder in four topological sectors.
The momentum in horizontal direction is extended beyond its 2pi periodicity to distinguish the spectra corresponding to
different particle-number subspaces. The entanglement spectra with the same particle number obey the degeneracy pattern
{1, 1, 2, 3, 5, · · · }, a fingerprint for c = 1 chiral Luttinger liquid theory. Insets: Zoom-in of the low-lying part of the spectra.
fact, U0 measures the fermion parity of the virtual modes,
which arises due to the single-occupancy constraint of
physical fermions and is absent without the Gutzwiller
projection PG. The symmetry Uα is inherited from the
free fermionic state |Φ〉 [21].
A bosonic version of U0 appears in the toric code as
a Z2-injectivity [8], whose generalizations allow to ex-
plain the properties of all known non-chiral topological
phases [8–10]. A similar formalism allows us to also un-
cover the topological character from the symmetry in the
present scenario. For instance, a closed loop of operators∏
v∈C Xv, where the loop C crosses the virtual bonds,
can be inserted between the virtual bonds and the PEPS
projectors in (2). If C is contractible, the symmetry con-
dition U0 allows us to remove the loop operator. In con-
trast, when the PEPS is defined on a manifold with non-
trivial topology, non-contractible loops C exist and non-
trivial loop operators W (C) =
∏
v∈C Xv can be defined
(see Fig. 1). The symmetry condition U0 implies that
such loop operators can be moved around in the PEPS
without affecting the physical state. In particular, states
both with and without loops are locally described by the
same “bare” PEPS. Thus, they are all ground states of
local parent Hamiltonians H =
∑
j hj , where the hj en-
force the PEPS structure locally (i.e., hj is local, hj ≥ 0,
and kerhj is given by all states which look locally like
the PEPS [35]).
Instead of inserting loop operators defined by the sym-
metry U0 (called “fluxes”), it is also possible to insert
loop operators constructed from Uα (called “strings”),
which can likewise be deformed without changing the
state [21] as long as they do not cross U0-type loops. By
combining these possibilities, five different ground states
of the local parent Hamiltonian can be constructed [35].
Four of them (characterized by U0-type loops) are topo-
logical, while the fifth arises from the fact that the local
parent Hamiltonian is gapless, i.e., has a continuous spec-
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Conformal dimensions of the primary
fields (a) s and (b) v through exponential decay fitting.
trum above the ground state energy.
Boundary theory.— In order to characterize the topo-
logical nature of the state, we compute the entanglement
spectrum of the minimally entangled states (MES) [36].
We consider a bipartition of a torus into cylinders: There,
the four MES are characterized by the presence or ab-
sence of a U0 flux along the cylinder, and are eigenstates
of a U0 loop around the cylinder [16, 35]. In the context of
PEPS, the entanglement spectrum (this is, the spectrum
of the reduced density operator of the cylinder) can be de-
termined from the reduced state of the virtual fermions at
the boundaries of the cylinder [13]. For the MES, the two
boundaries of the cylinder decouple in the limit of a long
cylinder, and the entanglement spectrum for e.g. the left
boundary is given by
√
σ>LσR
√
σ>L ∝ %L =: e−HL [13],
where σL (σR) is the reduced density matrix for the vir-
tual modes on the left (right) boundary, %L is normalized
to Tr%L = 1, and we have implicitly defined the entan-
glement Hamiltonian HL. In Ref. [35] we show how σL
and σR can be determined numerically for each symme-
try sector.
From the spectrum of the entanglement Hamiltonian,
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Entanglement entropy versus perime-
ter Nv for different topological sectors. The dashed lines are
linear fits based on the average of the four data points for
Nv = 8 ∼ 14, Nv = 10 ∼ 14, and Nv = 12 ∼ 14, respectively.
we are able to extract the conformal dimensions of the
CFT primary fields, based on the theory developed in
Ref. [37]: For each MES |Ψµ〉, the reduced density matrix
of a cylinder cut from a torus is a thermal state of two chi-
ral CFTs restricted to the sector µ (labeling the primary
field generating the tower of states), %µ ∝ e−HL−HR |µ,
where HL and HR live at the left and right boundaries of
the cylinder, respectively. When constraining to the left
boundary, the spectrum of the PEPS boundary Hamil-
tonian for the MES |Ψµ〉, at least its low-energy part,
should correspond to the chiral CFT spectrum of HL
restricted to the sector µ. Once this is settled, the proce-
dure of extracting the conformal dimensions of primary
fields is the following: (i) The sector with the lowest en-
tanglement energy ξI0 corresponds to the CFT identity
field I with hI = 0; (ii) The differences of the two low-
est entanglement energies ξµ0 and ξ
µ
1 in the same sector
µ, ∆µ = ξ
µ
1 − ξµ0 , set the energy scale of the CFT. This
energy scale is the same for all sectors, ∆µ = ∆; (iii) The
difference of lowest level entanglement energies in sectors
µ and I, divided by the energy scale ∆, gives the confor-
mal dimension of primary field µ, hµ = (ξ
µ
0 − ξI0)/∆.
The entanglement spectra of the four MES |Ψµ〉 with
Nv = 14 and Nh = ∞ are shown in Fig. 2. In all
four sectors, the state counting of the spectra shows
clear chiral Luttinger liquid behavior with the charac-
teristic degeneracy pattern {1, 1, 2, 3, 5, . . .}. Following
the described procedure, we extract the conformal di-
mension hµ for each sector, shown in Fig. 3. Since
the ∆µ are slightly different due to finite-size effects we
use their average, and indicate the minimal and maxi-
mal values by error bars. To obtain an estimate of the
conformal dimensions in the thermodynamic limit, we
use a fit h(Nv) = h∞ + A exp(−Nv/t) and find that
hsavg,∞ = 0.131, 0.121 < h
s
∞ < 0.136 (same for s¯),
hvavg,∞ = 0.510, and 0.494 < h
v
∞ < 0.518, in good agree-
ment with the SO(2)1 CFT prediction.
The spectra of the boundary Hamiltonian for the MES
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Finite-size scaling of the gap of the
transfer operators with and without flux. The fitting function
is a/N2v + b/Nv + c, with c given in the plot (for the “no flux”
sectors, fits for two different ranges of Nv are given), and
suggests that the gap vanishes as 1/Nv in the thermodynamic
limit.
also give direct access to the von Neumann entropy SvN
of the reduced density matrix on a half-infinite cylin-
der. For sectors with anyonic excitations, the von Neu-
mann entropy of the MES |Ψµ〉 contains the usual area
law contribution and a universal subleading constant
γµ = ln(D/dµ) [36], where dµ is the quantum dimen-
sion of the anyonic quasiparticle µ and D the total quan-
tum dimension, D =
√∑
µ(dµ)
2. For the SO(2)1 theory,
there exist only four Abelian anyons with dµ = 1, and
thus D = 2. Fig. 4 shows the von Neumann entropies
of the MES of the example (2) as a function of Nv. We
find that the difference between the sectors vanishes as
Nv increases, and fitting SvN(Nv) = αNv − γµ [38] gives
γµ ≈ ln 2, in agreement with the prediction of SO(2)1
theory.
Transfer operator.— Let us now address whether our
interacting chiral PEPS has infinite correlation length,
as it has been found for the GFPEPS describing topo-
logical superconductors and insulators [18, 19]. In the
PEPS formalism, this is related to the absence of a gap
of the transfer operator in the limit Nv →∞. Using the
numerical technique sketched in the Supplemental Ma-
terial [35], we have determined such a gap for different
values of Nv (both with and without flux) for the PEPS
(2). The results are shown in Fig. 5, and suggest that the
gap of the transfer operator vanishes polynomially in the
thermodynamic limit, indicating a divergent correlation
length. The same conclusion can be drawn by studying
the interaction range of the boundary Hamiltonian [35].
Conclusions.— In this Letter, we have investigated to
which extent PEPS can describe chiral topological or-
der, by constructing and studying an explicit example.
We have identified the local symmetries in the PEPS,
known to be responsible for the topological characters of
all non-chiral topological states. Based on these symme-
5tries, we further showed that our example exhibits the
characteristic properties of topologically ordered chiral
states, such as ground state degeneracy, an entanglement
spectrum described by a chiral CFT, and nonvanishing
topological entanglement entropy. Finally, we have pro-
vided numerical evidence suggesting that the state has a
diverging correlation length and therefore a gapless local
parent Hamiltonian. This raises several intriguing ques-
tions: Can one construct an interacting chiral topological
PEPS which has exponentially decaying correlations and
is the ground state of a gapped local Hamiltonian? Can
our PEPS describe the state in a topological phase tran-
sition? And, is it possible to determine a parent Hamil-
tonian with long-range interactions which stabilizes the
topological phase?
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6Supplemental Material
S-1. Symmetries of the PEPS
In the following we explain how to obtain the five states on the torus, which are the ground states of a local
Hamiltonian, which we also show how to be constructed. We then argue that only four correspond to the topological
sectors, while the fifth arises from the fact that for the local Hamiltonian we have a gapless continuum of excitations.
A. Construction of the five ground states on the torus
We will consider states which are made out of the original PEPS by inserting non-contractible loops of operators
constructed from the symmetries
U0|P 〉 = XLXRXUXD|P 〉 = −|P 〉, (S1)
Uα|P 〉 = |P 〉, (S2)
(α = 1, 2). As outlined in the main paper, Eq. (S1) gives rise to loops C of the form
∏
v∈C Xv, which can be moved
without changing the state; we will call these loops fluxes. They are called fluxes because they correspond to threading
a pi flux through the torus, which gives rise to a phase of pi when moving an electron around the torus. Similarly,
Eq. (S2) gives rise to loops of string operators (called strings in the following) of the form
∑
v∈C c
v
α, which can be
moved freely as well [2]. Due to the construction of parent Hamiltonians as operators which enforce that the state
is locally described by the PEPS, any PEPS with such movable strings will still be a ground state. By combining
such loops in horizontal and vertical direction, we can in principle construct 22·3 = 64 states on the torus; we will
denote these states by |s1h, s1v, s2h, s2v, fh, fv〉 (string in first layer along horizontal/vertical direction, string in second
layer along horizontal/vertical direction, flux along horizontal/vertical direction; e.g., s1h = 1(0) denotes the presence
(absence) of a string along the horizontal direction in the first layer).
Yet, as we will see in the following, this only gives rise to five linearly independent ground states. This stems from
three facts: First, certain states vanish (i.e., have norm zero); second, states can be linearly dependent; and third,
different loops might not commute with each other, which makes it impossible to move their crossing point.
Let us first consider the state defined on a single layer α = 1, 2 prior to the Gutzwiller projection: As shown in [2],
if one contracts the PEPS on a horizontal cylinder with open virtual indices on its ends, the state of physical and
virtual modes has a virtual fermionic mode in the vacuum state delocalized between the two edges of the cylinder
at ky = 0 (we are allowed to consider the Fourier transform of the modes in vertical direction, since the state is
a Gaussian fermionic state). However, the projection on maximally entangled Majorana modes when closing the
horizontal boundary corresponds to a projection on occupied fermionic modes delocalized between the two edges of
the cylinder. Thus, the state on the torus vanishes. In contrast, the insertion of one or two strings occupies the
fermionic mode at ky = 0 (for a horizontal string it occupies the one at kx = 0 of a vertical cylinder), rendering the
final state non-vanishing. Note that the state is the same for an insertion of a horizontal or a vertical string and has
a different parity as the state obtained for two strings. Those arguments are also valid after the application of the
Gutzwiller projector, as it only acts on the physical modes.
Let us now turn to the state after the Gutzwiller projection, and consider the case without any fluxes. We are
left with four different possibilities, as on each layer either one or two strings can be inserted. Since the Gutzwiller
projector keeps only states with total parity even, that is, with the same parity on both layers, there are only two
different states without fluxes, which are |101000〉 ∝ |100100〉 ∝ |011000〉 ∝ |010100〉 and |111100〉.
Next, let us consider a state with one flux along the vertical direction. One can easily verify that a flux crossing
a string cannot be moved freely (it induces a phase jump of pi in the string), raising its energy and thus ruling out
horizontal strings. We are thus left with the possibility of inserting vertical strings in either layer. But if one does
insert any of these, the final state is vanishing: The insertion of a string occupies the fermionic mode at ky = 0 on the
corresponding layer, as pointed out above, while the flux inverts the final projection on occupied modes to a projection
on empty modes. The same argument of course applies to a horizontal flux, leaving us with two non-vanishing states
|000010〉 and |000001〉.
Finally, a state with two fluxes does no longer allow for the insertion of strings, since the fluxes could no longer be
moved freely, and thus yields |000011〉 as the last ground state. We have verified numerically that the five remaining
states are indeed linearly independent on a 4× 4 and a 5× 4 torus.
7B. Parent Hamiltonian
The parent Hamiltonian can be constructed using standard PEPS techniques [1]. For that, we have constructed a
4×4 plaquette, and found a maximal operator, h = h2 ≥ 0, that annihilates the PEPS on that plaquette for all values
of the anxiliary indices (i.e., leaving them unprojected). The parent Hamiltonian is obtained by adding all horizontal
and vertical translations of h.
Starting from the operator h acting on a 4× 4 plaquette, and adding all possible translations, we have constructed
a Hamiltonian for the 4× 4 and 5× 4 lattice. We have verified that the ground space of that Hamiltonian is five-fold
degenerate, with the eigenstates exactly corresponding to the ones constructed in the previous subsection.
C. Topological sectors
Let us argue that four ground states correspond to distinct topological sectors, while the fifth is the lowest state in
a gapless continuum of excitations. To this end, consider the construction of a SO(2)1 theory by Gutzwiller projecting
two p+ ip states [3]. These p+ ip states are ground states of the pairing Hamiltonian
Hp+ip =
∑
kα
[2(cos kx + cos ky)− µ]a†kαakα + ∆
∑
kα
(sin kx + i sin ky)(a
†
kαa
†
−kα + a−kαakα), (S3)
where α denotes the two layers (α = 1, 2) and we choose 0 < µ < 4 and ∆ 6= 0 so that the model is in the topological
phase. The p + ip Hamiltonian (S3) can have periodic or anti-periodic boundary conditions in either direction, but
the boundary conditions must be the same in each layer to ensure translational invariance. All four states have even
fermion parity and thus survive after Gutzwiller projection. These Gutzwiller projected states are four topologically
distinct states corresponding to the quasiparticle types of the SO(2)1 theory. On the other hand, in the PEPS, the
choice of anti-periodic boundary conditions corresponds to the insertion of a flux loop, leading us to the conclusion
that the four topological ground states are distinguished by their flux loop configuration.
It remains to understand why there are two states in the flux-free sector. To this end, consider a single layer of
the gapless topological superconductor used to construct the PEPS. Its parent Hamiltonian has a gapless band of
excitations with minimum at k = (0, 0). On the other hand, anti-periodic boundary conditions shift the momentum
by pi/N , i.e., only in the flux-free sector the gapless band will give rise to a second ground state. This carries over
through the Gutzwiller projection, since it enforces equal parity for both copies of the superconductor. Following
this reasoning and Ref. [2], we find the state with an empty k = (0, 0) mode, |101000〉, to be the ground state, while
|111100〉 arises from the gapless continuum above it. Note that this is also compatible with the construction of a
Gutzwiller projected state from the fully gapped p+ ip Hamiltonian (S3) with periodic boundary conditions in both
directions.
S-2. Numerical implementation
In the following, we give a description of the numerical method used to construct the boundary density operator for
our chiral PEPS. We restrict ourselves to an Nv ×Nh cylinder with periodic boundary conditions along the vertical
(v) direction [Fig. S1]. Finally we take the limit of infinite cylinders with Nh →∞.
A. Contraction of GFPEPS
For the double-layer PEPS introduced in the main text, we define in each lattice site a plaquette containing two
physical fermionic modes and four virtual fermionic modes. The annihilation operators of the virtual modes are
denoted as L (left), R (right), U (up), and D (down), which are constructed by combining the Majorana modes of
the first layer and second layer in the same direction. That is v = (cv1 − icv2) /2 for v = L, R, U and D.
We write the fiducial state as |Ψ〉 = F |Ω〉, where F is an operator made out of the creation and annihilation
operators acting on a plaquette, and |Ω〉 is the vacuum. We label the rows from up to down and the columns from left
to right. Each plaquette F ji is labelled by its row i and column j [Fig. S1]. We will omit the indices whenever there is
no ambiguity. Since we have periodic boundary conditions along the vertical direction, the row index is understood
as mod Nv.
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FIG. S1. (Color online) Construction of the PEPS on an Nv ×Nh cylinder.
We denote ωji,i+1 as the maximally entangled operator acting on two neighboring virtual fermions D
j
i and U
j
i+1,
ω = (1 + icD1 c
U
1 )(1 + ic
D
2 c
U
2 )/4
= (D†DUU† +DD†U†U + iD†U + iDU†)/2. (S4)
Similarly, we denote ηj,j+1i as the maximally entangled operator acting on R
j
i and L
j+1
i .
η = (R†RLL† +RR†L†L+ iR†L+ iRL†)/2. (S5)
We note that
ω2 = ω = ω†,
η2 = η = η†. (S6)
Also, all the ω’s and η’s commute among themselves, since they act on different fermionic modes and are even in the
number of fermionic mode operators.
We denote by F j =
∏
i F
j
i , ω
j =
∏
i ω
j
i,i+1, and η
j,j+1 =
∏
i η
j,j+1
i . With all that, we define the wave function
|ΦNh〉 =
Nh−1∏
j=1
ηj,j+1
Nh∏
j=1
ωj
Nh∏
j=1
F j
 |Ω〉 . (S7)
If we ignore all the modes that are projected by the ω’s and η’s, this is the state for: (i) Nv ×Nh physical modes pji ;
(ii) Nv virtual modes living at the left of the cylinder L
1
i ; (iii) Nv virtual modes living at the right, R
Nh
i [Fig. S1].
We are interested in the boundary theory of the right virtual modes. That is the density operator σR acting on
the modes RNhi alone. In order to obtain that, we will specify an initial density operator x
0 in which we project the
modes L1i . The operator σR is defined such that for any operator G acting on the R
Nh
i ,
tr (σRG) = 〈ΦNh |Gx0 |ΦNh〉 . (S8)
To write this expression in a more suitable form, we define
xn = 〈Ωn| (Fn)†(ωn)†(ηn,n+1)†xn−1ηn,n+1ωnFn |Ωn〉 ,
= tr
[
xn−1ηn,n+1ωnFn |Ωn〉 〈Ωn| (Fn)†
]
(S9)
where Ωn represents the vacuum for all the modes in column n. We have used that certain operators commute and
Eq. (S6). Since ω does not depend on the R’s and commutes with xNh−1, we can now write
σR = tr
[
xNh−1ωNhFNh
∣∣ΩNh〉 〈ΩNh∣∣ (FNh)†] . (S10)
The trace is with respect to all the operators in the last row except for the R’s. Therefore, for an input x0, we will
determine xn successively using Eq. (S9), and in the end obtain σR with Eq. (S10).
To be specific, we start out with xn−1 and add plaquettes one by one to obtain xn [Eq. (S9)]. Adding plaquette
Fn1 gives
yn1 = trLn1
[
xn−1G1
]
, (S11)
9where G1 = trpn1 ,Un1 ,Dn1 ,Rn1 [η
n,n+1
1 ω
n
Nv,1
ωn1,2 F
n
1 |Ωn1 〉 〈Ωn1 | (Fn1 )†]. This is an operator acting on Ln1 , Un2 , DnNv , and
Ln+11 . We can do the same for 2 ≤ m ≤ Nv − 1,
ynm = trUnm,Lnm
[
ynm−1Gm
]
. (S12)
Here Gm = trpnm,Dnm,Rnm [η
n,n+1
m ω
n
m,m+1 F
n
m |Ωnm〉 〈Ωnm| (Fnm)†]. For the last plaquette in row n, we have
xn = trUnNv ,D
n
Nv
,LnNv
[
ynNv−1GNv
]
, (S13)
with GNv = trpnNv ,R
n
Nv
[ηn,n+1Nv F
n
Nv
∣∣ΩnNv〉 〈ΩnNv ∣∣ (FnNv )†]. We note that G2 = · · · = GNv−1 up to relabeling of operators,
and that G1, G2, and GNv are the same for all columns, so that they have to be calculated only once.
Once we have obtained xNh−1, the plaquettes from the last row are added one by one to get σR [Eq. (S10)]. Adding
plaquette FNh1 gives
z1 = trLNh1
[
xNh−1H1
]
, (S14)
where H1 = trpNh1 ,U
Nh
1 ,D
Nh
1
[ωNhNv,1ω
Nh
1,2F
Nh
1 |ΩNh1 〉 〈ΩNh1 | (FNh1 )†]. Adding plaquette FNhm with 2 ≤ m ≤ Nv − 1 gives
zm = trUNhm ,L
Nh
m
[zm−1Hm] , (S15)
where Hm = trpNhm ,D
Nh
m
[ωNhm,m+1F
Nh
m |ΩNhm 〉 〈ΩNhm | (FNhm )†]. Finally, by adding the last plaquette FNhNv we have
σR = trUNhNv ,D
Nh
Nv
,L
Nh
Nv
[zNv−1HNv ] , (S16)
where HNv = trpNhNv
[FNhNv |ΩNhNv 〉 〈ΩNhNv | (FNhNv )†]. Again, we just have to calculate H1, H2, and HNv , since Hm = H2
up to relabeling for m = 3, · · · , Nv − 1.
It is important to remark that one has to be extremely careful with the definition of the trace and the vacuum
when one deals with fermions. The natural Hilbert space for the fermionic modes does not possess a tensor product
structure, so that one cannot simply write |Ω〉 = ∣∣Ω1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ∣∣ΩNh〉. Similarly, the trace is defined in terms of
an orthonormal basis, which will be built in terms of creation operators. It cannot be moved inside an expression
since those operators do not commute with each other. The appropriate way of doing that is using a Jordan-Wigner
transformation (JWT), so that we can deal with spins. In particular, when calculating the trace, we define the JWT
such that the corresponding operators are in the right order. We ensure that the operators we do not trace do
not have any strings corresponding to the ones we do trace. Then we can trace the corresponding spins as usual.
Alternatively, one may explicitly calculate the signs caused by fermion anti-commutation relations and absorb them
into local tensors. In this way, the memory and CPU requirements are largely reduced. Finally, the complexity of the
calculation remains the same as for the spin models in Ref. [4–7].
B. Construction of minimally entangled states
In this subsection, we show the fixed point density matrix σL and σR of each topological sector are determined
numerically by (i) inserting or not inserting the Z2 flux operator through the cylinder, and (ii) imposing even- or
odd-parity boundary conditions at the ends of the cylinder.
The insertion of a flux is equivalent to changing one row of maximally entangled operators ω (e.g. ωj1,2 for j =
1, 2, · · · , Nh) from Eq. (S4) to
ω = (1 − icD1 cU1 )(1 − icD2 cU2 )/4
= (D†DUU† +DD†U†U − iD†U − iDU†)/2, (S17)
while all the other ω and all η remain the same. Imposing even (odd) boundary conditions at the ends means that
the eigenvalues of the virtual fermionic modes
∑
v†v for v = L and R are even (odd) for both bra and ket layers.
We focus on the case with an even number of sites in the circumference direction hereafter. In the presence of a
flux, we obtain σI when imposing even boundaries for Nv = 4m systems or imposing odd boundaries for Nv = 4m+ 2
systems, where m is an integer. Meanwhile, we obtain σv when imposing odd boundaries for Nv = 4m systems or
imposing even boundaries for Nv = 4m+ 2 systems. In the absence of a flux, the fixed point reduced density matrix
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FIG. S2. (Color online) Interaction range of the boundary Hamiltonian with and without flux, plotted using a log-log scale.
(a) Interacting case. (b) Non-interacting case. Inset: Non-interacting case with Nv = 1000.
(RDM) σ is in general a linear superposition of two minimally entangled states (MES) corresponding to topological
sectors s and s. We may recover the true MES by minimizing the rank of RDM numerically. When imposing even-
parity boundary conditions on both the bra and ket layers at both ends, we obtain the MES σse and σse. (We refer
to them as σs and σs in the main text.) When imposing odd-parity boundary conditions, we obtain MES σso and σso
in the same topological sectors s and s, respectively.
Once we obtain the fixed point RDM σL and σR, the boundary RDM %L which reproduces the entanglement
spectrum is given by %L ∝
√
σ>LσR
√
σ>L with Tr%L = 1. For the current system we find σ
>
L = σR, so that %L ∝ σ2R.
S-3. Interaction range
In the following, we explore the locality of the boundary Hamiltonians for the interacting system and compare the
result with its non-interacting counterpart.
From the previous subsection we find the boundary RDM has the following form
% = wI%I + wv%v + wse%se + wse%se + wso%so + wso%so. (S18)
where the weights w are determined at the ends of the cylinder and the presence or absence of a flux. The individual
%{··· }’s are normalized to Tr%{··· } = 1. To make the boundary Hamiltonians as local as possible, we choose the
equal-weight combinations of RDM in the flux sector and no-flux sector [6]. We define two Hamiltonians Hflux and
Hno-flux,
Hflux = − log [(%I + %v)/2] ,
Hno-flux = − log [(%se + %se + %so + %so)/4] . (S19)
Then we decompose the boundary Hamiltonian in terms of Majorana fermions:
H =
3∑
i1,··· ,iNv=0
fi1,··· ,iN c
i1ci2 · · · ciNv . (S20)
Here c0 = I, c1 = c1, c
2 = c2, c
3 = c1c2, and c1 and c2 are the virtual Majorana modes of the double copies.
We say the locality of a term is r if it spans r nearest neighbor sites (taking the periodic boundary conditions into
consideration) [4]. Thus r = 1 denotes the constant term, r = 2 denotes the nearest neighbor terms, r = 3 includes
both next-nearest neighbor terms and the terms acting on three contiguous sites, etc. The interaction strength |Ar|
is defined as the 2-norm of all the weights of terms with locality r [4–7].
In Fig. S2(a) we show the relative interaction strength |Ar|/|A2| as a function of distance r. We find that the
interactions in Hflux and Hno-flux indeed decay with distance. Moreover, the two curves of Hflux and Hno-flux will
converge with increasing Nv. Although the finite size effect is strong, we may get some hints by comparing it with the
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non-interacting case [2]. In Fig. S2(b), the non-interacting case shows almost the same behavior for Nv = 6, 8, · · · , 14.
For the large-size systems, since the decay obeys a power law for the non-interacting case (see the inset of Fig. S2(b)
and Ref. [2]), we would expect a power-law decay for the interacting case as well. This is consistent with the infinite
correlation length indicated in the main text.
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